2024-2025 UCI Armenian Studies Courses

__________________________________ Fall 2024___________________________________

ARMN 1A. Elementary Armenian
ARMN 2A. Intermediate Armenian

__________________________________ Winter 2025_________________________________

ARMN 1B. Elementary Armenian
ARMN 2B. Intermediate Armenian
HISTORY 132E. Armenians and Armenia in Ancient to Early Modern World History

__________________________________ Spring 2025_________________________________

ARMN 1C. Elementary Armenian
ARMN 2C. Intermediate Armenian

Please check the quarterly schedule of classes for the final course offerings. For additional approved courses, visit https://www.humanities.uci.edu/armenianstudies.

Students with no prior experience with Armenian and students with a heritage-speaking background should enroll in Armenian 1A. For any placement-related questions, please email Dr. Talar Chahinian (tchahini@uci.edu).